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Liz Glaser looks at the history of  the campus 
sensation that is Alternative Breaks.
Feature, pg 12




Gender identity, sexual 
assault sanctions change








After months of  delays, the 
new student handbook contains 
two long-awaited changes to the 
university policy: the inclusion of  
“gender identity and expression” 
as protected from harassment and 
new sanctions and definitions re-
garding sexual assault and related 
crimes.
The “gender identity” change 
comes at the end of  a yearlong 
effort on the part of  the student 
Government Association and 
“i Can Make-Out with Any 
Girl Here” has finally hit the 
bookshelves for writer and 2007 
Xavier graduate Ryan nemeth.  
In his first book, Nemeth de-
scribes 19-year-old freshman 
Donny Blake who can’t seem to 
make any right decisions in his 
academic career.  
This coming of  age story 
takes places on a campus called 
Kuhlman University, which  bears 
a striking resemblence to Xavier. 
while  maintaining a comedic 
voice, nemeth writes the novel in 
a very atypical form.  
“it wasn’t originally an idea for 
a book.  i used to do lots of  co-
medic satire for the Newswire back 
in the day,” nemeth said.  
instead of  having a single nar-
rator, “i Can Make-Out with 
Any Girl Here” takes splices of  
primary documents ranging from 
Xavier Alliance to get the phrase 
included in the university’s Climate 
of  Respect policy. Dr. Luther 
smith, senior student affairs ad-
vocate, attributed the long process 
to a combination of  bureaucratic 
hoops to jump through and the 
illness of  Dr. Kathleen simons, 
associate provost for student life, 
who was largely unavailable dur-
ing the fall semester last year. 
“we really just wanted to do 
due diligence. For the institution 
to really look at the language and 
speak to the attorneys, we need-
ed that time,” simons said. “we 
wanted to make sure that what 
we were comfortable with in our 
heart was right in our head.”
Changes to the sexual assault 
and sexual misconduct section of  
the handbook were much more 
extensive.
These changes included much 
more detailed definitions for each 
type of  misconduct with hyper-
linked related definitions as well 
as benchmarks for each kind of  
misconduct.
A benchmark is a standard that 
looks toward how institutions 
comparable to Xavier that have 
the communities’ best practices 
do things.
“we look at the 28 Jesuit 
schools, regionally similar schools 
like Dayton and Miami, and a list 
of  aspirational schools that we 
have developed as examples for 
what we would like to be like in 
the future,” simons said.
Currently the benchmark for a 
level one offense (rape, sexual as-
sault) is expulsion. For a level two 
offense (sexual imposition, non-
disclosure of  a known positive 
HiV status or sTD) is a one-year 
suspension from classes and all 
activities and removal from cam-
pus. A level three offense (sexual 
harassment, public indecency, 
voyeurism, stalking, sexual exploi-
tation, sexual misconduct-other) 
is a one semester suspension from 
classes and all activities in addition 
to  removal from campus.
Blake’s journal to newspaper clips 
and combines them to create a 
multi-perspective story on the life 
of  this “scholar.”
nemeth com-
ments that his style 
is similar to that 
of  Bram stoker’s 
“Dracula” where 
the entire novel 
is either bits of  
journal articles or 
snippits of  town 
papers.  
During nemeth’s 
pursuit of  an un-
dergraduate de-
gree, he found 
much inspiration 
for his work.  He 
wrote short comedic pieces for 
the Newswire that consisted of  
primary documents placed in odd 
perspectives.  
some of  these included horri-
bly written love notes or text mes-
Newswire photo by Alexa von Bargen
A Xavier Alliance member plants a flag at Queer week last year. Alliance 
was vocal in the efforts to make changes to the student handbook. 
By doug tifft
Editor-in-Chief
when John Jones opened his 
front door the morning after his 
world went up in smoke, he did 
not know where to start.
There was an inch of  water 
on the floor, roof  shingles scat-
tered on every surface and a thick 
coating of  mud on every piece of  
furniture.
“it was horrible,” Jones said. “i 
just cringed.”
But there were also dozens 
of  other community members—
current and former Xavier faculty 
members, students and cordial 
neighbors from 40 years in north 
Avondale—contemplating the same 
problem.
“The first thing we thought of  
that next day was, ‘i wonder what 
we can do for John,’” said Dr. 
Terry Toepker, a former Xavier 
sage conversations. 
“After i graduated, i would 
continue to send these pieces to 
friends and teachers and 
they’d always ask, ‘well, 
what happens next?’” 
nemeth said. “i often 
found myself  more in-
terested in writing these 
pieces a lot of  times, 
rather than doing my 
graduate work.”   
Between writing the 
book and finding a pub-
lisher, nemeth found 
that the writing came 
much easier than the 
publishing. 
“The style came really 
naturally to me.  That’s 
my sense of  humor and style of  
writing,” nemeth said.  
nemeth started the novel near 
the end of  his senior year and 
said he finished toward the begin-
ning of  his first year in graduate 
physics professor who has lived 
around the corner from Jones 
since 1969. “so we headed over 
and began calling people to do the 
same thing.”
This contagion brought a steady 
stream of  neighbors, Xavier facul-
ty members and students to Jones’ 
home at 1017 Marion Avenue—a 
block northwest of  the Xavier 
University Armory. The home 
suffered an estimated $250,000 
worth of  damage when an explo-
sion in a neighbor’s garage spread 
at approximately 11:30 p.m. on 
Monday, sept. 6.
“i can remember waking up 
to the explosion and calling 911 
before i got my mother and left 
the house,” Jones said. “Then i 
just stood out front and had to 
watch.”
Twelve fire trucks from three 






“The biggest challenge was get-
ting the book published,” nemeth 
said. A small company named 
Diversion Press finally published 
his work after numerous com-
panies deemed the content too 
crude or adult-like.  
nemeth’s friend erin Murphey, 
a Xavier art graduate, helped de-
velop the cover art for the book, 
incorporating a pig on a wrapper.  
“she was kind enough to think 
of  an idea to make it look not stu-
pid,” nemeth said. Ryan Nemeth, a two-time 
Xavier graduate, had his 
first book, “I Can Make-
Out With Any Girl Here,” 
published in January. 
Photo courtesy of Ryan Nemeth
There is a common saying 
in literature that a reader’s fa-
vorite novel will always be the 
one in which he sees himself  
exactly portrayed as the main 
character.
By that logic, two-time 
Xavier graduate Ryan nemeth’s 
debut book, “i Can Make-Out 
with Any Girl Here,” should be 
every male Xavier student’s fa-
vorite book.
“i Can Make Out with Any 
Girl Here” is a fictional account 
of  the first semester of  college 
for Donny Blake, a dim-witted, 
naïve, mistake-prone 19-year-
old who comes of  age with the 
knowledge gained during his 
first four months at “Kuhlman 
University.”
while nemeth’s writing is 
Continued on page 11
By doug tifft
Editor-in-Chief
Newswire photo by Doug Tifft
Freshman Kelsey Blackwell was one of nine Xavier Community-Engaged 
Fellows assisting in cleanup efforts after a fire in North Avondale.
Continued on page 4
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Along with the construction on 
the new residence hall and cafete-
ria and the recent opening of  both 
the Conaton Learning Commons 
and Smith Hall, students may have 
noticed the scaffolding next to 
Hailstones Hall.  
Hailstones, the former home of  
the Williams College of  Business, 
has maintained its original roof  
since 1974.
 Since then, it has undergone 
multiple repairs to fix various 
leaks. 
After years of  patching, 
the roof  needs to be replaced, 
which is what students now see 
happening.
Last Wednesday, Sept. 8, 
O’Connor Sports Center was 
evacuated twice over the span of  
about 20 minutes.
“The fire alarm system was 
sounded two times in one hour,” 
said Jim Ray, director of  recre-
ational sports. “There were no vis-
ible signs of  fire, but evacuation 
was followed by everyone in the 
building.”  
Personnel from Physical Plant 
were present when the alarm 
sounded and conducted a thor-
ough investigation of  the alarm 
system. 
No problems were found.  
The Cincinnati Fire Department 
deemed the investigation satisfac-
tory when they arrived on the 
scene.
Physical Plant personnel were 
on-hand at the time to fix an air 
conditioning unit on the roof  of  
OSC.
“Our personnel inadvertently 
set off  a smoke alarm as they 
worked to fix the fan unit,” said 
Mark Hanlon, associate director 
of  Physical Plant.  “About 20 min-
utes later, they set off  the smoke 
detector again when they restarted 
the fan for the air conditioning.”
Hanlon informed the Newswire 
that there were no open flames 
or torches being used during the 
time of  the incident.
The hiccup in the alarm system 
proved to act as an efficient, unin-
tentional evacuation drill, accord-
ing to Ray.  
“The facility was evacuated in 
less than three minutes, including 
the pool and locker rooms,” Ray 
said.  “I am thankful it was a sun-
ny day in September.”
No problems with the alarm 
system have been reported since 
the incident on Wednesday.
Students working out in O’Connor Sports Center were evacuated due to two fire alarms. 
Photo courtesy of Jade Sanders
O’Connor evacuates students from two fire alarms 
By John Shroeck
Backpage Editor
Because the Williams College 
of  Business now has a new build-
ing, Hailstones is used for a vari-
ety of  classes. 
The business offices that previ-
ously occupied Hailstones moved 
into Smith Hall earlier this year.
Due to this move, Hailstones 
is now housing offices for the 
College of  Social Sciences, Health 
and Education.  
These offices include the dean, 
graduate services and the human 
resource development program.  
In addition, Hailstones holds 
several offices from the School of  
Education, including those of  the 
director, the accreditation coordi-




Hailstones Hall undergoes 
minor construction
Hailstones Hall is  undergoing construction to the roof
Photo courtesy of Alexa von Bargen
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Jones was beginning the cleanup 
project.
After the blaze 
had been extin-
guished and the 
constant drip off  
the ceiling subsid-
ed, the neighbor-
hood crew began to 
sort through Jones’ 
posessions that he 
had accumulated 




Jones’ role at St. 
Andrew’s church, hundreds of  
books, Michael Jackson cassettes, 
irreplaceable photos, memora-
bilia from Jones’ time as a tech-
nical sales associate at Procter & 
Gamble and a Xavier University 
sweatshirt.
“John is so good-
natured about it that 
as we were clean-
ing the stuff  out he 
just came in, smiled 
and said, ‘Don’t 
ever be a pack-rat,’” 
said junior Liza 
Magley, one of  nine 
Xavier Community-
Engaged Fellows that 
assisted in cleanup 
efforts on Sept. 11.
The fellows were 
flanked by Xavier professors from 
the biology, physics and history 
departments, all of  whom live 
within two blocks of  campus.
“A lot of  people grumble 
about the kids coming by and pee-
ing in their front lawn or making 
a lot of  noise on a Friday night or 
something,” Dr. Steven Yerian, an 
associate professor in the phys-
ics department, said. “But this 
is really what the students are 
about—coming to help the com-
munity like this. This is the Xavier 
community.”
As the volunteers removed 
rubble in wheelbarrows, shoveled 
broken glass into garbage bags 
and delicately carried salvageable 
posessions to a mobile storage 
unit, each person was cognizant 
that they were able to contribute 
to the reclamation of  the home.
While the second floor of  the 
house was completely destroyed 
in the fire—a fact that influenced 
Jones’ decision to not spend 
$20,000 to have an insurance 
company install a tarp over the 
second floor roof—the first floor 
of  the 90-year-old home remains 
fundamentally sound, giving 
Jones a foundation from which to 
build when the cleanup phase is 
complete.
Still, as volunteers moved 
belongings from the first floor 
bedrooms to the front lawn and 
maneuvered through rooms still 
smelling of  smoke, the water-
logged carpets and dirt-covered 
walls reminded them of  the long 
road ahead.
“I haven’t even begun to think 
of  what is going to happen down 
the road,” Jones’ sister Cheryl 
Coleman said. “It seems like we 
will never get to a point where we 
say, ‘We are done with this.’”
Yet Jones and Coleman know 
that the transition from taking 
things out of  the house to moving 
belongings back in is much closer 
than it was Tuesday afternoon, a 
fact they credit to neighbors and 
volunteers.
“People have been the biggest 
help,” Coleman said. “People that 
I see in the neighborhood and 
may have waved to. People that 
I don’t even know. Just people. It 
just does not seem to be as bad 
when people are reaching out.”
After the removal of  approxi-
mately 90 spots from the R-1 
parking lot, parking on campus 
has become a hot topic among 
Xavier students. 
According to Sgt. Kenneth 
Grossman, Xavier’s crime preven-
tion officer, new parking is avail-
able for students from 5 to 11 
p.m. Monday through Friday in 
the Smith Hall lot and all day on 
Saturdays and Sundays.
In addition, faculty lots are 
now open to students after 7 p.m. 
on weekdays. 
Student parking concerns are 
coupled with worries about re-
cent break-ins to cars parked on 
campus. 
“Looking back on the past cou-
ple of  weeks, especially with car 
break-ins, we encourage students 
to secure all of  their valuables and 
make sure they lock their cars,” 
Grossman said.
Grossman has additional safety 
tips to share with students, espe-
cially concerning student activities 
that take place after dark. 
“Some of  our cops have seen 
students walking by themselves up 
Dana and Cleneay [Avenues],” he 
said. “You should walk in groups 
at night.”
He also encourages students 
to have the Xavier Police phone 
number readily available in their 
cell phones. 
“If  you see suspicious activ-
ity on campus or need help, call 
513-745-1000,” Grossman said. 
“Off  campus, you should call 911. 
Don’t be afraid to call the police. 
That’s what we’re here for, and 
that’s what we get paid to do.”
Grossman also commented 
on the plan to update and replace 
some of  the yellow emergency 
phones around campus. 
“Our big goal is to move to 
a type of  outdoor warning sys-
tem, so we can make announce-
ments to people all over campus,” 
Grossman said. 
The new phones will likely be 
blue and feature a speaker system.
 “If  there’s an emergency, like a 
tornado or something, we can get 
the word out quickly,” Grossman 
said. 
“We want to replace some of  
the e-phones, but not all of  them 
will have a speaker.”
Installion time is uncertain, 
however the project is expected to 
span over the next 5 years.




“But this is 
really what the 
students are 
about—coming 
to help the 
community 
like this. This 
is the Xavier 
community.”
– Dr. Steven 
Yerian
Xavier police provide new ways to keep campus a safer place to study
Campus News
Theft in R-2 lot
Women’s Center Interviews
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Staff  Writer
 New standards 
for XU handbook
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After spending 44 years at Xavier, Dr. Ernest Fontana has narrowed down his two 
favorite courses to teach: Poetry and Victorian Novels.
BrieFs
To kick off  our Professor 
Profile ection, the Newswire sat 
down with one of  Xavier’s longest-
tenured faculty members, English 
professor Dr. Ernest Fontana. 
Xavier newswire: Good after-
noon Dr. Fontana, let’s get some of  the 
basic questions out of  the way so that we 
can move on to the good stuff.  To begin, 
where are you originally from?
dr. ernest Fontana: I am 
from Cleveland, east side, Little 
Italy section.  A place called 
Murray Hill.  It’s in the city, not 
the suburbs.  
Xn: Where did you attend school 
as an undergrad?
 eF: John Carroll University.  I 
was a commuter student.  My ex-
perience at John Carroll opened 
me up to the humanities, and  I 
discovered I could be a pretty 
good writer.  I was captain of  the 
John Carroll college bowl team. 
Unfortunately, as I recall, we lost 
210-135 to the University of  the 
South.
Xn: When did you start teaching 
at Xavier?
eF: I came here in 1966.  This 
will be my 45th year.
Xn: In all those years, you must 
have seen a lot of  changes.  What do you 
miss most about the Xavier of  old?
eF: Well, back then it was a 
more contentious time.  Students 
were engaged in political and so-
cial issues, and discussion had 
much more of  an edge.  It was an 
exciting time.  People were more 
outspoken, and they cared more 
about ideas than they do now.  I 
think nowadays people take dis-
agreement more personally than 
they did back then.  
Xn: Staying along with the subject 
of  change, what do you think of  the new 
buildings?
eF: I am impressed with the 
new business building.  The busi-
ness school is a very strong pres-
ence at Xavier.  My hope is that the 
Learning Commons will evolve and 
be an asset, although I must say it 
does not seem much utilized at this 
point.  There are certainly kinks 
that need to be worked out.  It also 
seems to me that we need a new sci-
ence building as well.  Perhaps that 
might have been built instead of  the 
Learning Commons.
Xn: If  you had not become a college 
professor, what other job could you see 
yourself  doing?
eF: An art curator who spends 
a lot of  time in Italy.
Xn: What is your favorite course to 
teach at Xavier?
eF: I certainly enjoy the poetry 
course.  It’s fun to get students in-
terested in what they normally may 
not be interested in.  The Victorian 
novel course is a lot of  work due 
to the length of  the novels but also 
very rewarding. 
Xn: Who is your favorite author?
eF: Here’s another tough one. 
I’ll say the novelist Joseph Conrad. 
John Berryman among poets, out of  
many.  I also very much enjoy Henry 
James and W.G. Sebald.  I love Ralph 
Waldo Emerson.  When I retire, I’m 
going to read the Emerson journals. 
 Xn: Besides reading Emerson, 
what are your other plans for 
retirement?
eF: I want to make a visit to 
the Greek Isles, the city of  Trieste 
and spend some time in the cafes 
of  Buenos Aires.  My wife is from 
Buenos Aires.  
Xn: What is your favorite meal?
eF: Oxtails as prepared in 
Rome.  Also bucatini alla amatrici-
ana.  I like Roman food.
Xn: What is your favorite color?
eF: A certain kind of  blue-
green.  A jade-green.  I dislike blue. 
I like earth tones. 
Xn: Who is your favorite visual 
artist?
eF: That’s a tough one; I have 
a lot of  favorite artists.  I sup-
pose, to make a long story short, 
let’s say Piero della Francesca.  
Xn: What is your favorite music?
eF: I’m a little embarrassed 
here.  I must confess that I 
have an addiction to 19th cen-
tury bel canto opera.  And I like 
Argentinean tangos from the 30s.
Xn: Do you like any contemporary 
music?
eF: I really don’t listen to much 
contemporary or popular music.  I 
do like Billie Holiday.  
Xn: Do you have any advice for 
freshmen?
eF: Yes, avoid older people like 
me who try to give advice.  
Be critical of  what you hear and 
do not necessarily take advice from 
people like me.  The world has 
changed. 
Xn: Perhaps you would feel more 
comfortable giving advice to graduates, or 
soon-to-be graduates...
eF: It’s an uncertain time. 
Analytical and interpretive skills 
are always relevant.  Be flexible.  
Be willing to move and learn 
another language.  Defer marriage 
until later.
People have always been told 
that leaving valuables in a car is 
unwise because of  theft. However, 
there are some scenarios where 
nothing can be done to prevent 
theft. 
On Saturday, Sept. 11, at 3:07 
a.m., Xavier Police received a re-
port of  two vehicles being broken 
into in the R-2 parking lot. 
With further investigation, no 
evidence or suspects were found. 
Sgt. Larry Thomas visited the 
parking lot at 4:52 a.m. when he 
spotted an older Ford van with its 
engine running.
With the assistance of  Sgt. 
Adrian Fuller and Officer Jennifer 
Petachi, Sgt. Thomas initiated a 
routine traffic stop when the van 
pulled out of  the lot. 
Thomas’ initial glance at the 
van revealed a variety of  electron-
ic equipment and stereo equip-
ment on the passenger seat and 
floor board. 
Two men were arrested for 
theft and possession of  criminal 
tools.
Norwood Police assisted in 
a further inventory of  the van’s 
contents, which included more 
than 20 items. The van held such 
equipment as iPods, GPS units 
and stereo systems. 
The recovery of  the electron-
ics revealed that one of  the GPS 
units belonged to a car from R-2; 
other items to residents in the sur-
rounding community.
 For their actions, all three 
officers will receive Letters of  
Commendation from Xavier 
Police Chief  Michael Couch.
These arrests come on the 
heels of  Xavier Police’s push to 
reduce on-campus crime. Some 
helpful hints include keeping valu-
ables out of  sight, parking in well-
lit sections, locking doors and set-
ting car alarms.
 Xavier Police also run the You 
Could Have Been Ripped Off, 
Crime Prevention Update and 
Xavier University Neighborhood 
Community Watch programs to 
stimulate awareness. 
By mike gLynn
Asst. Campus News Editor
The search for a new director 
of  the Women’s Center is finally 
drawing to a close. The Women’s 
Center began the search in early 
August after previous direc-
tor Jennifer Wies left the center. 
In her absence, Tekeia Howard 
has been serving as interim di-
rector. Ms. Howard has served 
as the Assistant Director for 
Multicultural Affairs for the past 
eight years with a specific inter-
est in gender roles as well. She 
has been continuing many of  the 
Women’s Center’s programs, as 
well as implementing new pro-
grams such as A Thousand Peace 
Women, a program honoring 
the 1000 women nominated for 
Nobel Peace Prizes without re-
ceiving one and encouraging peo-
ple to recognize the peace women 
in their lives. 
 “Our main goal was to 
keep the Women’s Center up and 
running, and Tekeia Howard has 
done very well,” says Dr. Kathleen 
Simons, Associate Provost for 
the Division of  Student Life and 
Leadership. Dr. Simons, along 
with the search committee, is over-
seeing the search for a new direc-
tor. The search committee is made 
up of  four faculty members and 
one student, the Vice President 
of  the Student Government 
Association. They began with fifty 
applicants who met the following 
qualifications: a master’s degree in 
gender studies or a related field 
(doctorate preferred), five years 
of  progressive administrative ex-
perience with at least two years 
in gender and social justice focus, 
demonstrated commitment to af-
fect women’s equality and social 
justice, along with many other re-
quirements. They then narrowed 
the applicants from 50 to six, and 
they were interviewed by phone. 
Three applicants were then se-
lected to come to campus and be 
interviewed again. Those three ap-
plicants were: Valerie Louis, an ad-
junct professor in Women’s Studies 
at the University of  Cincinnati; 
Tamika Odum from the Women’s 
Center at the University of  
Cincinnati; and Melanie Wilson 
from Student Services at Mohave 
Community College in Arizona. 
Two of  the women have a doctor-
ate, and one is currently working 
on the dissertation for her doctor-
ate. The Women’s Center plans to 
have hire a new director by early 
October.  
Continued from page 1
-sponse to several university 
concerns.
“We have had a number of  
concerns over the last couple years 
in relation to students who had 
brought forth charges and how 
those hearings were handled. The 
creation of  the Students Against 
Sexual Assault (SASA) group and 
their advocacy was something we 
looked at as well as some faculty’s 
concerns.” 
However, not all community 
members were satisfied with the 
new handbook.
“Since the changes are just 
benchmarks, the committee can 
ignore them if  they feel that the 
situation merits special exception. 
This makes the standards so weak 
that they do not really mean much 
at all,” Emily Vassil, SASA presi-
dent, said.
Cul tura l Corner
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XU celebrates religious spirit
By david maxwell
Staff  Writer
Newsiwire photo by Jade Sanders
Freshman Chris Harris poses with the Blue Blob at the Spirit Celebration on 
Sunday, Sept. 12. 
On Sunday, Xavier’s Center 
for Mission and Identity hosted 
the annual Spirit Celebration in 
conjunction with the Mass of  the 
Holy Spirit.  
The Spirit Celebration follows 
a several-hundred-year-old Jesuit 
tradition of  uniting people of  all 
faiths and traditions to bless the 
symbolic beginning of  the new 
academic year.  
A large crowd was present for 
the Mass of  the Holy Spirit which 
was held at noon Sunday in the 
Cintas Center banquet room. 
University President Father 
Michael J. Graham, S.J. presid-
ed at the Mass and shared his 
reflections.  
In lieu of  the Hoff  Dining 
Hall, a free picnic-style brunch 
was served on the Cintas Center 
concourse following Mass.  
The brunch featured a 
variety of  lively entertainment 
which contrasted collective sighs 
of  disappointment as people 
watched the  Bengal’s game be-
ing broadcast live throughout the 
concourse. 
The sounds of  XU Pep Band 
rang throughout the concourse, 
and Steve Boller, XU student and 
guitarist, performed from a stage 
set up near the brunch, providing 
additional musical entertainment.  
Jugglers, stilt walkers, photog-
raphers, magicians and a palm 
reader added to the festivities and 
interacted with the numerous stu-
dents and families. The Cincinnati 
Zoo also presented later in the 
day, featuring an emperor scor-
pion and a python. 
“The goal was to create a day 
when the Xavier community, 
current and of  the past can get 
together,” senior Nick Makley, 
who played the drums with the 
Pep Band for the event, said. 
“Everyone seemed to be having a 
good time.”





Sept 11, 1:04 a.m. – Xavier 
Police checked on the well 
being of  a student being 
carried by two others in 
front of  Cintas Center. 
The intoxicated underage 
student was transported 
to Brockman Hall and 
released to Residence Life.
Sept. 8, 1:52 p.m. – Xavier 
Police, Cincinnati Fire 
Department and Physical 
Plant responded to O’Connor 
Sports Center for fire alarms 
being activated. Those on 
scene were unable to locate 
the source, and Cincinnati 
Fire Department allowed 
reentry into the building. 
The system was reset.
Sept. 8, 10:48 p.m. – Xavier 
Police responded to a report 
of  a non-student acting 
suspiciously in the parking lot 
of  O’Connor Sports Center. 
The subject was located on 
the Corcoran Fields and given 
a trespassing warning and 
advised to stay off  the field.
Sept. 9, 4:18 p.m. – Xavier 
Police responded to the 
McGrath Health and Wellness 
Center for a report of  a non-
student walking through the 
building acting suspicious. 
When confronted by 
employees, the suspect fled, 
heading east on  Cleneay Avenue 
toward Montgomery Road. 
Sept. 10, 7:21 p.m. – Four 
juveniles skateboarding and 
playing video games 
in Gallagher Student 
Center were given a Field 
Investigation Report and 
advised to stay off  campus.
Sept. 11, 12:28 a.m. – 
Norwood Police advised 
Xavier Police of  two students 
arrested for underage 
consumption on the 2000 
block of  Hudson. The Dean 
of  Students was notified.
Sept. 11 3:07 a.m. – An 
officer on patrol discovered 
two vehicles had been broken 
into in the R-2 parking lot. 
At 4:52 a.m. Xavier Police 
arrested two non-students in 
possession of  stolen property 
from earlier that evening. 
Sept. 12, 7:32 p.m. –Xavier 
Police and Cincinnati Fire 
Department responded to a fire 
alarm in the Gallagher Student 
Center. A beam detector 
was active for unknown 
reasons. The system was reset.
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It is no secret that Xavier University’s reputation with the surround-
ing community isn’t exactly stellar. There are a few good reasons for 
this, one being that community members do not think that their lawns 
need to be peed on, and Xavier students seem to disagree. When people 
with such divergent priorities (like raising young children vs. having the 
best-themed house party ever) must occupy such close quarters there 
are bound to be difficulties.
But on Sept. 11 a group of  students, mostly community engaged 
fellows, actually bridged that gap between the university and the sur-
rounding community in a small way. Ten students donated their time 
and labor to help clean up after the fire that had ravaged several houses 
on Marion Avenue on Sept 6. These volunteers removed wheelbarrows 
full of  rubble, disposed of  broken glass and carefully piled up items that 
might be salvageable for the homeowners.
Yeah, it was only a few kids, and in terms of  numbers, this volunteer 
effort is dwarfed by events like the up-coming Community Action Day. 
But this everyday, somewhat spur of  the moment effort deserves to 
be recognized and emulated. Here’s evidence of  a little dollop of  that 
“men and women for others ” stuff  that we hear about so much. And 
that, our fellow students, is reason for celebrating. But please, keep off  
the grass.
The Newswire would like to congratulate Xavier Police on its recent 
arrest of  two local car thieves.  Far too often, criminals manage to evade 
the police, getting away with multiple thefts even after they are inevita-
bly arrested.  This time, at least, the police seem to have met even our 
lofty expectations.
We are reminded, however, by the very occasion for this tribute, of  
just how much progress remains to be made.  The oldest members of  
our staff  have been at Xavier since 2007, and many of  them have been 
writing reports in the Newswire of  vehicle thefts in Xavier’s parking lots 
for just as long.  
Clearly, there have been many improvements over the past several 
years.  For one thing, we don’t expect to hear of  any more armed rob-
beries behind the KOI Autoparts building.  In addition, the disappear-
ance of  stories reporting thefts of  catalytic converters indicates that the 
XUPD response at the time was effective.  Let us not also forget the 
arrest that prompted this article, which may well be an early indication 
that XUPD’s recent crime-prevention efforts are paying off.
Xavier Police also offered safety advice for students who choose to 
walk down Dana and Cleneay Avenues at night, emphasizing the im-
portance of  walking in groups.  The subsequent revelation of  plans 
to revamp the outdoor emergency warning system, however, offers a 
brighter picture.  Someday, hopefully soon, Xavier Police intend to re-
place the existing yellow emergency stations with blue stations which 
will not only receive distress calls, but will also have a speaker to allow 
efficient communication of  campus-wide emergencies.  
We applaud the initiative of  the XUPD, even if  it is naïve to think the 
new system will be in place by the end of  the year.  Naturally, we have a 
few suggestions of  our own, as well.  While we recognize the practical 
wisdom of  walking in groups at night, we envision the day when copi-
ous emergency stations are complemented by abundant lighting of  the 
streets which run through campus, affording Xavier Police a chance to 
control crime within a two-block radius of  the police station.  Then, 
for the first time in recent memory, students will be able to move freely 
through campus.  Perhaps more importantly, Police Notes are much 
more amusing when they deal with the incautious expulsion of  bodily 
fluids than the premature separation of  a student from his or her money 
at gunpoint.
Letters to the editor
Um yeah... about those letters...
If you want to chide, attack, rebute, reiterate, 
note, denote or (gasp) praise something written 
by a Newswire writer in an article, editorial, 
feature or column, WRITE US A LETTER.
Maybe you are mad about a letter from last 
week, and want to rant to another member of 
the student body via the Newswire Op-Ed page.
There are so many options.
Perhaps the reason you neglected to write is 
you forgot  where to send your well-crafted 
250-word masterpeice.
Letters to the editor can be sent to Peter Fricke 
at Newswire-Oped@xavier.edu.
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A republic, if  you can keep it
Before I begin, I want to thank 
Dimitri Yatsenko (not Yatsenkotin, 
unless you’re lying on Facebook, 
Dimitri) for investigating if  there 
was in fact a 24-hour comput-
er lab on campus.  And thanks 
to his hard work, you–the stu-
dents–were informed that Xavier 
has done away with one of  the 
most pivotal academic tools this 
University had: the 24-hour com-
puter lab (Sorry Mr. Schiess, Math 
Lab, Writing Center, and Learning 
Assistance Center, but the lab was 
open 24 hours, and, well, you all 
were not.) 
Rarely in my first three years 
here at Xavier University was 
the 24-hour lab in the Gallagher 
Student Center empty. Need a 
place to write a paper at 3 a.m. 
but cannot in your room because 
your roommate is sleeping? —the 
24-hour lab. Live off  campus and 
need to get some work done but 
don’t want to bring your laptop 
with you because you are afraid 
to leave it in your car given auto-
mobile break-ins?—the 24-hour 
lab. Where did I go last May to re-
type my entire history final when 
one of  the night workers knocked 
over a cup of  water that hit my 
laptop and erased my final for Dr. 
Chrastil’s class?—the 24-hour lab. 
Where did students go to print off  
papers in the morning before class 
because the line at the Gallagher 
welcome desk was long?—the 24-
hour lab. 
For the price of  the plas-
ma screen TVs bought for the 
Conaton Learning Commons, 
computers could have been 
bought to either furnish the CLC 
or replace the ones in the 24-hour 
lab. Imagine trying to concentrate 
while writing a paper in Gallagher 
while the noise from the various 
floors resonates throughout the 
atrium (the 24-hour lab had a 
door and was remarkably quiet). 
Disruptive students come through 
at all hours of  the morning inter-
rupting students attempting to 
finish their homework.  
It was also convenient because 
there was no time limit on the 
computers, unlike the laptops that 
must be returned every two hours 
(or sooner if  the battery is not ful-
ly charged when you check it out). 
If  the purpose of  the CLC was to 
provide a space for students to do 
their homework, and the comput-
er lab was moved to the CLC, then 
the lack of  a 24-hour lab hurts that 
mission. While the CLC is nice, I 
believe that a 24-hour computer 
lab would be used more often 
than the plasma screen TVs in the 
group study rooms (although the 
TVs do seem perfect to hook up 
to a Nintendo 64). 
The University of  Dayton 
keeps their library open until 
5 a.m. on most days; why can’t 
Xavier keep a portion of  the CLC 
open late? If  safety/theft is a con-
cern, then post a Xavier Police of-
ficer inside the learning commons. 
It might be boring for them, but 
it will keep them from 1) sleeping 
in their patrol cars in the parking 
lots and 2) doing doughnuts in the 
snow (I have video evidence of  
this event). 
The most obvious solution 
would be to re-open the 24-hour 
lab in Gallagher. For every situ-
ational use of  the lab I outlined 
earlier, I am sure upperclassmen 
could provide two or three other 
examples of  times they needed a 
24-hour lab. 
You wouldn’t know this unless 
I told you (so I’m telling you) but 
there was a 15 minute break dur-
ing the writing of  this article be-
cause the CLC closed and I had to 
walk 15 minutes back to my house 
because (gasp!) there was no 24-
hour computer lab for me to use 
while my mind was totally focused 
on this article. 
Last week, the media was awash 
with the controversial story of  
Pastor Terry Jones’ plan to host a 
Quran-burning demonstration on 
the lawn of  his Florida church on, 
of  all days, Sept. 11. On Monday, 
Xavier’s Interfaith Prayer Center 
responded with a demonstration 
of  its own, a prayerful reading of  
the Quran outside of  the Gallagher 
Student Center.  Although Jones 
ultimately bowed to the interna-
tional pressure and cancelled his 
protest, Xavier’s event was of  a 
more conciliatory nature and pro-
ceeded as planned.
The demonstrations are apt 
to be viewed differently depend-
ing on one’s perspective.  A 
Frenchman, for instance, would 
probably abhor both practices–the 
Quran-burning because it might 
upset the Muslims and the prayer 
service because religion should be 
seen and not heard.  
A Christian fundamentalist, on 
the other hand, might support the 
first practice and recoil at the sec-
ond, but would likely take the op-
posite position if  the Bible were 
the book in question (and vice-
versa for Muslim fundamental-
ists).  To hold such a position, of  
course, would render one’s opin-
ion utterly worthless.  
An American, however, is 
brought up to ignore trifling argu-
ments over what type of  speech 
should be allowed or disallowed, 
or which viewpoint is more wor-
thy of  being expressed.  Rather, 
an American can make the judg-
ment instantly, by virtue of  con-
stant exposure to the bedrock 
Constitutional principle of  free-
dom of  expression, that both 
demonstrations are not only toler-
able, but even laudable.  
But freedom of  expression is 
not some genetic trait unique to 
any nationality or culture; it can 
be learned, but also unlearned. 
Surely, though, we Americans sub-
scribe to the ideals articulated by 
our Constitution for some deeper 
reason than mere continuity of  
tradition.  
Indeed, most Americans re-
tain their belief  in the lessons that 
were drilled into them at school, 
and possess an almost innate un-
derstanding that no one opinion, 
religious, political, or otherwise, is 
ever entirely correct.  Freedom of  
speech is therefore essential to ex-
posing all viewpoints to scrutiny, 
thereby allowing society to discern 
truth from fallacy.
Americans are well-accustomed 
to the knowledge that certain 
countries and cultures continue 
to resist, sometimes violently, the 
free and open exchange of  ideas.  
Yet despite the conventional 
wisdom in this country, it seems 
that even some of  our own gov-
ernment officials, Republicans and 
Democrats alike, are not fully on 
board the First Amendment train. 
President Obama issued a blanket 
statement condemning any form 
of  Quran-burning, while Defense 
Secretary Robert Gates went so 
far as to call Jones personally.  
The stark contrast between 
the response of  the United States 
government, designated guardian 
of  our Constitutional republic, 
and that of  Xavier University‘s 
Interfaith Prayer Center demands 
attention.  
Government officials, of  both 
the elected and appointed vari-
ety, saw fit to demand that a pri-
vate citizen (and the pastor of  a 
church, no less) call off  his plans 
to have an open demonstration, 
on church property, expressing 
a particular viewpoint common 
within the parish.
 Xavier, on the other hand, 
has no obligation whatsoever to 
the Constitution, short of  avoid-
ing treason.  In fact, Xavier has 
a far more legitimate cause for 
upset than does the government, 
in that Jones’ demonstration, de-
spite having been cancelled, gave 
a bad impression of  Christianity 
as a whole.  Nonetheless, there 
were no calls to boycott Florida or 
petitions denouncing the debacle 
on Xavier’s campus on Monday. 
Instead, there was a small group 
of  perhaps 10 students (when 
I passed them at 11:15 a.m.) ar-
ranged in a semi-circle around 
a podium from which Quranic 
verses were being read.
On the one hand, the indelicate 
response of  certain government 
officials to the Quran-burning 
episode should be a cause for con-
cern among those of  us who still 
trust in the wisdom of  America’s 
bedrock principles.  But the events 
of  the past week had positive ef-
fects, as well.  From the multitude 
of  re-assertions by the media of  its 
most sacred right (such as this is), 
to the simple expression of  sym-
pathy and understanding displayed 
here at Xavier, Pastor Jones’ ill-
conceived demonstration seemed 
to remind Americans that free 
expression, though so easily taken 
for granted, is at the heart of  the 
American way of  life.  So shame 
on those who let themselves be 
fooled into forsaking their rights, 
and bravo to the Interfaith Prayer 
Center for providing an example 
of  how to counter foolish speech 








•	 As	 long	 as	 the	 subject	 is	Xavier	 Police,	 the	You Could 



























frequently	borne	of	 tragedy.	 	 Just	 so	 in	 the	case	of	 the	fire	 that	
consumed	several	residences	in	North	Avondale	last	week,	which	
provided	 Xavier	 students	 with	 a	 golden	 opportunity	 to	 display	
their	daylight	faces,	perhaps	even	helping	to	restore	some	of	the	
goodwill	lost	on	all	those	weekend	evenings.
•	 Adam’s	 column	 brings	 to	 light	 an	 interesting	 paradox.	
Why	should	the	addition	of	new	computer	labs	result	in	decreased	







and	 tactless,	 but	 at	 least	 one	 can	 understand	 their	 motivation,	
however	misguided.	 	But	 the	story	related	by	Ricardo	Martinez	
in	 his	 letter	 (Sept.	 8)	 appears	 to	 take	 the	 cake.	 	Allegedly,	 this	
incident	involved	several	white	students	who	boarded	a	shuttle	to	
the	WEBN	fireworks	dressed	as	stereotypical	Mexicans.		If	they	
















A collection of  comments, observations, and general 
remarks from your friendly editorial staff, intended for 
your edification and amusement






The Xavier women’s soccer 
team went 2-0 in the Western 
Carolina Invitational over the 
weekend. Junior Jessica Brooks 
scored four goals in two games. 
Sophomore goalkeeper Jennifer 
Perri only allowed two goals help-
ing the Muskies improve to a 4-3 
record.
The Muskies took the field on 
Saturday against Mercer University. 
The team appeared sluggish offen-
sively. Mercer outshot them 13-10 
and held a 5-2 advantage over the 
Muskies in corner kicks.
Despite these stats the Muskies 
were able to keep up with the 
Bears in the first half. 
Mercer scored in the first 15 
minutes, but Brooks responded 
less than a minute later with a goal 
of  her own to tie the game. Brooks 
was assisted by sophomore Leslie 
Twehues.
The team took control of  the 
game in the second half. Freshman 
Ashton Green scored her first 
goal of  the season 15 minutes into 
the half. She was assisted by fellow 
freshman Mariah Whitaker.
Women’s soccer picks up two wins
With a first place finish by 
the men and a second place fin-
ish from the women, the cross 
country teams took first place at 
the Queen City Invitational on 
Saturday, Sept. 11.
For the second year in a row, 
the Muskies won the event and 
left the University of  Cincinnati 
in second place.
Senior Tommy Kauffmann 
once again led the way for the 
Musketeers. Kauffmann finished 
second overall with a personal 
best time of  15:01 in the 5K race, 
just behind Eric Finan of  UC.
Overall, the Muskies had four 
finishers in the top 10 and de-
feated the Bearcats by a total of  
17 points. 
Behind Kauffmann, the other 
top 10 finishers for Xavier were 
junior Keith Albrektson in fifth, 
freshman Tom Ohlman in sev-
enth and sophomore Hank Greer 
in 10th. 
The women finished second to 
UC, but both teams’ performanc-
es were enough for Xavier to keep 
the traveling trophy that was up 
for grabs between XU, UC and 
Northern Kentucky University.
“As a team, it’s very satisfying 
because of  the hard work we’ve 
XC takes Queen City from UC
By joCelyn Taylor
Asst. Sports Editor
put into practice,” junior Ben 
Foley said. “UC has always been a 
good and talented program and it 
feels great to beat them two years 
in a row and to be at their level.”
Foley was one of  16 Musketeers 
to post a personal best time on 
Saturday. 
Junior Caylin Howell also shat-
tered her previous best time by 36 
seconds for a fourth overall finish 
at 18:31. Senior Caitlin Thomas 
also had a personal best time of  
18:41 and finished eighth overall.
The women’s squad showed 
great improvement from last 
week’s meet at Duquesne with a 
total of  nine runners recording 
personal best times. Freshman 
Ashley Vincent equaled her ef-
forts of  last week with a time of  
18:54 and a 14th place finish.
“We did better than last week-
end and felt a lot better than last 
week,” Thomas said.
Xavier assistant coach Melanie 
Price believed several factors con-
tributed to the improved times.
Brooks records four goals, earns A-10 honors
Junior Keith Albrektson finished fifth overall and set a new personal best 
time in the Queen City Invitational.
Newswire photo by Kelsey Edson
BRIEFS
Xavier played tight defense 
against Mercer and denied all of  
its shot attempts. Most of  Mercer’s 
shots were wide and not on goal. 
Only five of  its 13 shots were on 
target.
With four minutes to go, 
Brooks scored again to cement 
the victory, 3-1. Brooks was once 
again assisted by Twehues.
“It was great to get rewarded 
for playing well against a very good 
Mercer team,” said head coach 
Woody Sherwood. “Getting goals 
from two players who had yet to 
score this season was promising.”
On Sunday, the Musketeers 
kept their winning streak alive, 
downing Western Carolina, 2-1. 
Brooks scored both goals.
The Musketeers were more 
aggressive offensively against 
Western Carolina. They outshot 
the Catamounts 10-6.
Although the Muskies had a 
5-1 shot advantage over Western 
Carolina in the first half, they were 
not able to score and the game 
remained scoreless through the 
first.
The action picked up in the 




The Xavier women’s basketball 
team has been ranked in the top 
six nationally in three preseason 
polls this week.
The Musketeers were recog-
nized among other elite programs 
such as the Connecticut, Stanford, 
Baylor and Duke.
Several sports publications 
released their rankings online. 
Lindy’s Sports lists the team at 
No. 5 and Athlon Sports lists the 
team at No. 6.
Sporting News ranked the team 
the highest at No. 4. 
The women’s basketball team 
reached the Elite Eight in the 
NCAA tournament last year.
The team returns three senior 
starters in Amber Harris, Special 
Jennings and Ta’Shia Phillips. 
Both Harris and Phillips were 
named to Athlon’s Preseason All-
America Teams.
The women’s team will open 
the season Friday, Nov. 12 at 
South Carolina.
M a c L e a n 
wins tourney
The Xavier men’s golf  
team placed second at the 41st 
Annual Marshall Invitational 
on Wednesday, Sept. 8. Junior 
Sebastian MacLean won the 
event.
 The Musketeers finished be-
hind Ohio State.
The Muskies have had a his-
tory of  success at the tournament, 
also finishing second at the same 
event last year.
Shooting a 271 in the third 
round, Xavier captured two re-
cords: the lowest 18-hole team 
score and the lowest third round 
score in the tournament.
MacLean opened the tourna-
ment strong with 13 birdies on the 
first day, and took first place in the 
contest. He finished 17-under par, 
good for a tournament record. 
He broke the old record by five 
strokes.
The win is MacLean’s first 
career outright win. His previ-
ous best finish was a tie for first 
as a freshman in the UMB Bank 
Missouri Tiger Invitational.
Sophomore Herbert Day also 
finished the tournament under 
par. Day’s four-under par perfor-
mance was good for fifth place 
overall.
“This was a lot flatter and easier 
course. The weather [was] much 
cooler than last week,” Price said.
Two Xavier freshmen were 
named Atlantic 10 Rookie of  the 
Week. Ohlman, who had the third 
fastest freshmen time in the field, 
captured the award for the men. 
Abby Fischer, the 11th overall 
runner for the women and the 
third Musketeer to cross the line, 
won the award on the women’s 
side.
 Next week the Musketeers will 
run in a more challenging course as 
they head to South Bend, Ind., for 
the National Catholic Invitational 
at the University of  Notre Dame.
-Paid Advertisement-
Junior Jessica Brooks scored four goals on the weekend, leading the 
Musketeers to two wins in the Western Carolina Invitational.
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
by the Catamounts, the Muskies 
drove the ball down the field and 
Brooks scored the first goal 10 
yards out.
Western Carolina came back 
three minutes later and answered 
with a goal to tie the game up.
After a series of  fouls by both 
teams, the Muskies got close to 
the Catamounts’ goal. Sophomore 
Leslie Boersma made a quick pass 
to Brooks five yards from the 
goal. Brooks nailed the shot with 
22 minutes left in the game to give 
the team a 2-1 lead.
The Muskies played tight de-
fense and kept the Catamounts 
from getting a look at the goal. 
The Muskies tied for first place 
with the Air Force in the Western 
Carolina Invitational.
With the two goals against 
Western Carolina, the Musketeers 
now have 11 goals on the season. 
They managed eight in all of  last 
season.
Brooks scored just as many 
goals in one weekend as last sea-
son’s leading goal scorer did all 
year.
For her efforts over the week-
end, Brooks was named the 
A-10 Player of  the Week. The 
Musketeers currently sit in a tie 
for fourth place in the A-10.
 The Musketeers will return to 
action at 5 p.m. Friday, Sept. 17, at 
Evansville. The next home match 
will be at 1 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 19, 
at the Xavier Soccer Complex.
Junior Sebastian MacLean.
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
2010           Jessica Brooks                 4                17                    7
Year            Leading goal scorer          Goals          Shots            Games
2009        Brittany Green               4                37                    19
Junior Jessica Brooks already has four goals this season. She 
has already personally scored half as many goals as the team 
did all of last season, and has already equaled the leading goal 
scorer from last year.
Finding the back of the net
2008          Jessica Brooks                 5                31                     19
2007      Melissa Zimmerma         7                20                    18
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Xavier volleyball head coach 
Mike Johnson has one major goal 
on his mind: to get better every 
week. Despite a tournament vic-
tory and three wins this past week-
end, Johnson knows his team can 
still get better.
“There’s still more out there in 
every facet of  the game,” Johnson 
said. “We’re getting better. There’s 
still a lot of  areas where we need 
to improve, but we’re getting bet-
ter. It was nice to see some of  the 
work pay off.”
Johnson cited unforced errors 
and serving as two areas the team 
needed to improve in.
The Muskies faced deficits and 
injuries in the Butler Invitational. 
Despite the adversity, the Muskies 
came away with a tournament 
title and wins over Army, UNC-
Wilmington and Butler.
On Friday, Sept. 10, the 
Musketeers dropped the first set 
to Army, but rebounded and won 
the next three to take the match, 
2-1.
Senior Claire Paszkiewicz led 
the team with 46 assists and four 
Musketeers contributed at least 
nine kills.
The next day, the Musketeers 
jumped on UNC-Wilmington, 
sweeping the Seahawks 3-0. The 
Musketeers held the Seahawks to 
less than 20 points in each set. 




Paszkiewicz named tourney MVP
By Scott Mueller
Sports Editor
a match-high 11 kills and sopho-
more Stephanie Vorherr contrib-
uted 11 digs.
In the final game of  the tour-
nament against the host team, 
Butler, Xavier faced its biggest 
challenge of  the season.
“We had to play a line-up we 
never actually practiced,” Johnson 
said.
Midway through the Butler 
match, Smith went down due to 
injury. The Muskies were already 
playing without junior Michelle 
Matia due to a concussion. Getting 
those key players back from injury 
is one key in Johnson’s plan to im-
prove every week.
Despite the injuries, the 
Musketeers still found a way to get 
by Butler, 3-2. Several Musketeers 
stepped up and made productive 
contributions to the victory.
Sophomore Liz Lucich, who 
had only played in eight sets and 
recorded only four kills up until 
the Butler match, stepped in and 
picked up five kills.
“Liz Lucich steps into a spot 
she hasn’t played in over two 
years, and she responded greatly,” 
Johnson said. “We talked before 
the match about keeping our com-
posure amid chaos, and I don’t 
think it could have been any more 
chaotic than it was in the middle 
of  the Butler match. The lineup 
we played, we wouldn’t have ever 
even dreamed of  practicing. A 
couple of  freak injuries here and 
there, suddenly we’re mixing parts 
and they responded great.”
The Musketeers dropped the 
first set, but rebounded to take the 
second. The Bulldogs reclaimed 
the match lead with a third set 
victory.
With the score tied at 16 in the 
fourth set, the Musketeers went 
on a 9-3 run to take the set.
In the fifth and determining 
set, the Muskies dominated the 
Bulldogs 15-6. 
Paszkiewicz deserves a lot of  
credit for keeping the team com-
posed according to her coach.
“She was determined and she 
willed the team like nobody else,” 
Johnson said. “They played for 
her. I told them I don’t want them 
playing for me, I want them play-
ing for each other. Claire got them 
to play for her and it was a fun 
sight to see.”
Paszkiewicz, like she has for 
every match this season, led the 
Muskies with 47 assists.
 Despite the victories, Johnson 
knows that the team’s goals are 
higher. “Anytime you play, you’re 
really only playing against yourself  
and your own standards.” Johnson 
said. “It’s always great to win, and 
it was especially great to win in the 
fashion that we did. In some areas 
we met our standards and in some 
areas we need to improve. Looking 
at the weekend, the positive is that 
we’re getting better. The take away 
is that there is still more out there 
for us.”
The Muskies will travel to Las 
Vegas to take part in the UNLV 
Tournament Sept. 17 and 18.
Even though Johnson, having 
spent most of  his career on the 
West Coast, knows those pro-
grams very well, his message re-
mains the same.
“When we’re not in the con-
ference, I don’t really care about 
those teams,” Johnson said. “I 




More than one team came up 
short this past Saturday at the 
Xavier Soccer Complex.
On a night when the Xavier 
men’s soccer team fell to Wright 
State 1-0, the Xooligans were un-
able to break the attendance record 
for the Xavier Soccer Complex.
The Xooligans had targeted 
the date from the beginning of  
the season as the match to attempt 
to break the record.
They promoted the event in 
multiple campus locations and 
tried to rally support, but the 705 
attendees were 332 shy of  the 
current record of  1,037 set on 
Aug. 29, 2008, in a match against 
Cincinnati.
Though they did not break the 
record, the Xooligans did succeed 
in providing the men’s soccer team 
with a raucous crowd to cheer for 
the duration of  the match.
On the field, the Musketeers 
played another tough defensive 
game by allowing only one goal. 
However, the offense continued 
to struggle, being shut out for the 
third consecutive game. The of-
fense has yet to score this season.
Sophomore Andre Bezerra 
started in goal for XU in place 
of  injured sophomore Justin 
Marshall. Bezerra recorded two 
saves in the match.
One of  Xavier’s best scoring 
chances came in the eighth minute 
as senior El-Hadji Dieng found 
freshman Jon Kankam in open 
space.
Kankam’s hard shot was stopped 
by the Raiders’ goalkeeper.
The offense continued to 
struggle for the Musketeers as 
they were once again outshot, 14 
to 12.
The combination of  an offense 
that has yet to fire on all cylinders 
and a tough opening schedule has 
doomed the team. Their oppo-
nent’s combined record is 9-0-2, 
The loss drops Xavier’s record 
to 0-2-1 to start the season.
The Muskies will look to turn 
things around this Friday on the 
road when they will face off  
against Evansville.
Classifieds
For classified orders and information, call Emily Klien 
at 513-745-3561 or email her at Newswire-Classi-
fieds@xavier.edu
The Newswire is currently accepting 
advertisments for the classifieds section.
-Paid Advertisement-
Senior Claire Paszkiewicz was instrumental in keeping the volleyball team 
focused in the victory over Butler. Paszkiewicz has led the team in assists in 
every match this season.
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
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2009         16                    11.4                      .393                          13
The men’s soccer team is averaging about half as many shots 
per game as last season. Through three games last season they 
only had one goal.
In need of a goal
 2008           18                    12.3                      .407                          12
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Reivax Records brings 
guest artist to Cincinnati
1.
1.
“Mamma Who Bore Me” was sung a cappella by the women in the cast of “Frame of Mind”.
Get “Closer” to 
Xavier Theater
Sugar, spice, and cupcakes
-Paid Advertisement-
While Nemeth’s writing is often 
clichéd and his lack of  suspense 
out of  the plotline, the account of  
“Kuhlman University” is a spot-
on version of  Xavier, only with 
minor name alterations. The bits 
of  XU make the book a continu-
ous string of  humorous discov-
eries and inside jokes for Xavier 
students, stumbling across refer-
ences to parties on 
Hudson Avenue, the 
Police Note of  the 
Week in the school 
newspaper and an 
off-campus bar that 
offers cheap pitchers 
of  beer, a lively juke-
box, filthy floors and 
alcohol to anyone 
holding a piece of  
plastic implying they 
are 21-years-old.
Nemeth weaves 
in a number of  other 
Xavier mainstays, such as movies 
in the student center, the propen-
sity for freshmen males to fre-
quent the gym with an entire floor 
of  friends, ID numbers that begin 
with 000, inexplicable Mondays 
off  in the middle of  the semes-
ter and a tendency for students 
to catch rides home for fall break 
with a random, nameless stranger.
XU students will also enjoy 
hunting for thinly-veiled refer-
ences to Xavier places and people, 
such as “Dr. Tolar,” “Schnellwood 
Avenue,” “Madame Bierbaum-
Cardeaux,”“Dean of  Student Life 
Dr. Gerald Foyar” and a campus-
Sometimes you just need to 
satisfy your sweet tooth, and 
when that happens you want 
something utterly delicious.
Well, these sweet treats will 
keep you wanting more.
Although it’s a bit of  a drive 
from campus, Sugar Cupcakery 
in Milford has some of  the best 
cupcakes in Cincinnati.
Not only are they delicious, 
but they also use all organic in-
gredients and have a wide variety 
of  flavors.
All cupcakes come in two siz-
es: regular and mini. 
Although they are a bit pricey 
($3.25 and $1.75, respectively), 
they are well worth the splurge.
Owners Krista Tevar and 
Karla Jennings were featured on 
“Cupcake Wars,” a Food Network 
TV show, in June.
On the show, they competed 
against other cupcake businesses 
to make sweets for TV personality 
George Lopez’s golf  tournament.
Sugar Cupcakery features many 
unusual cupcake flavors while still 
selling more traditional types to 
appeal to picky eaters.
My personal favorite is their 
Ginger Lemon, followed closely 
by Earl Grey, Chocolate Hazelnut 
and Strawberry Balsamic.
Other flavors include Tiramisu, 
Grapefruit, Coconut Lime, 
Vanilla, Banana, Almond Butter 
and Strawberry (with chunks of  
fresh strawberries in the batter). 
When dining in, each plate is 
garnished with a mixture of  fresh 
strawberries and blueberries.
They also sell vegan cupcakes, 
which taste just as good, if  not 
better, than the originals.
Thirsty? They sell tea, coffee 
and other beverages for $2 each.
For more information, check 
out their website at www.sugar-
cupcakery.com or call 513-340-
4166.
wide paranoia about police of-
ficers, especially the incompetent 
“Officer Higley.”
Nemeth, who earned an un-
dergraduate degree in 2007 and 
a graduate degree in 2009 from 
Xavier, tells the story through 
primary documents, using Blake’s 
journal as an overarching, self-
reflexive narrative to connect 




ments and formal 
letters—yet notably 





Nemeth keeps the 




lowing readers to maintain Blake’s 
perspective on his college career, 
occasionally implying an unneces-
sary incompetence to University 
officials and professors.
Even with the hiccups, I Can 
Make Out With Any Girl Here is a 
notable debut for Nemeth, and an 
enjoyable read for anyone in the 
Xavier community. 
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These cupcakes are so delicious they will melt in your mouth.
    Newswire Rating:
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The cover alone should 
catch your attention.
The book can be found 
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Weezer’s ‘Hurley’ brings simplicity 
and style to alternative rock group
liveWires
new releases
(as of  9/15)





Experienced physicians and nurses 
Lower copay than an ER visit
311 Straight St. in Clifton  •  minutes from Xavier  •  www.dhurgentcare.com










Some of  you may be con-
fused by the picture above. No, 
Jorge Garcia, or “Hurley” from 
“LOST,” did not release a new 
album. 
This image represents a new 
album by alternative rock royalty, 
Weezer. 
Of  course, this might scare 
many of  you who happened to 
hear Weezer’s last release, 2009’s 
“Raditude,” which…let’s just say 
failed to live up to expectations 
(and was panned by just about ev-
eryone from the common blogger 
to network television star Daniel 
Tosh.)
Obviously, coming off  of  a 
less-than-embraced CD, Weezer 
had a lot of  work in front of  
them, but certainly not anything 
to prove. 
The Los Angeles-based band, 
headed by Rivers Cuomo (yes, 
that one guy from that one B.o.B. 
track), has already shown their 
musical chops as they head into 
“Hurley,” their eighth studio 
album. 
Their first three releases are re-
garded as classics with “Pinkerton” 
often being credited as the album 
that gave life to what we now call 
“emo” music. 
Two of  their more recent 
releases, “Make Believe” and 
“Weezer” aka “The Red Album,” 
found a bevy of  commercial suc-
cess, bringing the band back into 
the mainstream in a big way.
So what did Cuomo and com-
pany have to offer this time? 
Just look at the simple CD 
cover. All the poppy styling of  last 
year’s release is gone. 
You aren’t getting an attempt at 
a pop-record here, this is simple, 
stripped down rock—and a lot of  
it. 
If  you are skeptical about buy-
ing into Weezer after their recent 
disappointments, set that skepti-
cism aside. 
The first three tracks, the single 
“Memories,” “Ruling Me” and 
“Trainwrecks” sound like they 
could be easily their three classic 
albums. 
They are upbeat, far more 
“raw,” catchy tracks that show that 
the band is back in form.
The album seems to almost di-
rectly draw from all of  their previ-
ous albums. 
“Unspoken” pulls from 
“Pinkerton,” making for a melan-
choly track that few can pull off  
so well.
 It includes the gem “Our life 
will be broken/our hate will be 
unspoken” that makes you want 
to whip out your black T-shirt and 
get angry at the world like it’s 1996 
all over again. 
“Run Away” seems like a com-
pliment to any number of  “Green 
Album” tracks with backing gui-
tars that seem oddly reminiscent 
to “Island in the Sun.” 
Unfortunately, two songs do 
not live up to the brilliance found 
throughout most of  “Hurley.”
“Smart Girls” borders on an-
noying. The beat is a mess and 
sounds like what might happen if  
you smacked Nirvana and Kevin 
Rudolf  together. 
“Time Flies,” while a charming 
track, is reminiscent of  a White 
Stripes reject.
The fact is that Cuomo is not 
Jack White, and he lacks that blue-
sy feel that would make a track like 
this appealing.
But are those enough to kill the 
album as a whole? Probably not. 
The problem is that it contin-
ues the trend of  Weezer: tossing in 
two or three songs that render the 
album not worth the purchase. 
So if  you’re picking this up and 
want a little compensation for the 
two aforementioned tracks, go for 
the special edition. 
It comes with three solid tracks 
as well as a pretty incredible cover 
of  Coldplay’s “Viva La Vida.”
Weezer exposes the key to its 
own success here: when the band 
keeps it simple, like the cover and 
the approach to most of  the al-
bum, good things happen. 
In the end, “Hurley” appeals to 
Weezer’s fanbase with a raw, very 
solid album that (discounting two 
glaring tracks) is a must-have.
Gaslight anthem 
    The concert will begin at 8 
p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 
Bogarts (2621 Vine St.).  Tickets 
range from $13.50 to $21.50 and 
can be purchased at www.ticket-
master.com.
Kottonmouth Kings 
     The concert will begin at 8 p.m. 
on Monday, Sept. 20 at Bogarts 
(2621 Vine St.).  Tickets range 




    The concert will begin at 7:30 
p.m. on Friday, Sept. 17 in Xavier’s 
Cintas Center. Tickets range from 
$21 to $61 and can be purchasd 
through Xavier’s ticket office 






Everything Comes and Goes 
(Reprise)
linkin park 
A Thousand Suns 
(Warner Bros)
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What does Jorge Garcia have to do with Weezer? Read on to find out.
-Paid Advertisement-




I can honestly say that I have 
never stared at the vastness 
of  the ocean off  the coast of  
Catalina Island, Calif. and ques-
tioned my role in this world. I 
have never stood at the foot of  a 
Colorado mountain and watched 
a recovering alcoholic cry. I have 
never chatted casually with a 
Chicago felon, hammered a nail 
AlternAtive 
reAks
into a New Orleans house, held 
the hand of  a Russian orphan, 
painted the walls of  a Jamaican 
school or fixed an Appalachian 
fence. But I could have. 
It is opportunities like these 
that Xavier’s Alternative Breaks 
(XUAB) program provides to 
students each year, allowing them 
to choose from a variety of  loca-
tions and issues for service proj-
ects over their spring or summer 
breaks. Since its founding in 
2000, XUAB has sent 1,724 stu-
dents and faculty/staff  members 
on Alternative Breaks, and the 
program continues to grow. 
The concept of  Alternative 
Breaks began in 1991 at 
Vanderbilt University in 
Nashville, Tenn. Two students, 
Michael Magevney and Laura 
Mann, created an organization 
called BreakAway, which func-
tioned for the next nine years as a 
national non-profit organization 
through Vanderbilt. BreakAway 
was a resource for schools across 
the country that wanted to begin 
an Alternative Breaks program, 
helping them determine work 
sites, issues, and budget logistics.
In 2000, BreakAway was of-
ficially incorporated as a 501C-3 
non-profit organization, and is 
now the leading AB program 
dedicated to building lifelong 
active citizens by providing out-
standing and high-quality alter-
native breaks.
Today, BreakAway has more 
than 150 colleges and universities 
as chapter members of  its orga-
nization and more than 400 non-
profit partners. XUAB is one of  
BreakAway’s Advantage mem-
bers, meaning that they commit 
to sending at least one leader 
to the annual service project, 
Alternative Breaks Citizenship 
Schools, which will be held in the 
Dominican Republic, Arizona 
and Michigan this year. Xavier 
also receives a 20 percent dis-
count on products and services 
that will help them improve their 
expansion, the XUAB Board 
finds itself  turning people away. 
“Every year we keep adding trips 
and every year we keep turning 
people away,” Martin said. “But 
when we make a trip we have 
to make sure we have enough 
resources. I hate turning people 
away.”
The application process, how-
ever, is fairly simple. Those look-
ing to participate must fill out an 
application that includes an es-
say section and return it to the 
AB Board by the due date. The 
Board then reads the applica-
tions blindly to avoid favoritism 
and selects the top 250 or so. 
Those students are then invited 
to participate, and the Board at-
tempts to place them according 
the trips are funded partially 
by the Student Government 
Association, but most of  the 
funds come from participant 
fundraising at various events and 
activities throughout the year. 
These fundraising efforts range 
from large events such as the 
Reggae Run and Date Auction 
to small-scale bake sales in 
Gallagher Student Center. Each 
year, XUAB utilizes a total bud-
get of  around $200,000.
Despite the financial costs, it 
is the experiences that students 
have on their trips that keep 
them coming back year after year 
and keeps AB growing exponen-
tially. Let’s face it, $125 for spring 
break is a lot more manageable 
than the $450 you’re paying for 
your beachfront Fort Lauderdale 
hotel. But for AB participants, it’s 
not about ease. In fact, watching 
a grown man cry or a child starve 
is anything but easy. But it’s the 
knowledge that you can help that 
makes it worth it. 
Martin participated in the 
Colorado trip in 2009, where she 
worked with low-income recov-
ering substance-abusers. 
One night, during their free 
time associating with the men, 
Martin began dancing with two 
men named Jerry and Larry. 
“We were just being silly, goof-
he was getting clean and sober, 
in addition to the health issues. 
In the bigger scheme of  things, 
it reminded me that there are 
things that I can do, even teeny, 
tiny things that I would never 
realize, that can mean the world 
to other people. I mean, every-
one says that,” Martin said. “But 
until you have a situation where 
it’s really in your face, you don’t 
understand it.”
     It may be a clichéd old adage 
to say, “We learned more from 
them than they did from us.” 
But adages exist because they are 
Photo courtesy of XUAB 
XUAB works with orphaned  and underprivileged children in Volgoda, Russia.
Photo courtesy of XUAB 
XUAB students volunteer with various national parks in the Everglades.
Photo courtesy of XUAB 
XUAB students travel to Charlotte, N.C. to work with the elderly.
ing off,” she said. When it was 
time to leave and go to bed for 
the night, Larry pulled Martin 
aside. “It’s been so long, and 
I’ve been working so hard to get 
clean,” he said. “I had forgotten 
what it was like to have a friend.” 
For Martin, those eleven words 
were some of  the most signifi-
cant she’d ever heard. “I knew 
that I had reminded him why 
AB program. 
XUAB began 10 years ago, 
when sophomore Amanda 
Corzine organized three im-
promptu service trips to 
Baltimore, West Virginia and 
New York City. “As a Jesuit uni-
versity that prides itself  on ser-
vice, enriching oneself  through 
experiences, and being men for 
others, it is important for Xavier 
to offer Alternative Breaks,” 
large group fundraising chair 
and member of  the AB board 
Chris Pinckney said. “AB shows 
that the University mission state-
ment is being lived out through 
students every spring break.” 
And indeed it is. Since 2000, 
Xavier has grown from three 
domestic trips to 24 total trips, 
five of  them international, go-
ing to El Salvador, Jamaica, 
Guatemala, Canada and Russia. 
The trips focus on a range of  
issues, including poverty, HIV/
AIDS, alcoholism, prison justice, 
environmental degradation and 
homelessness.
More than 250 students and 
25 faculty members participate 
in the program each year, and 
it continues to grow. This year, 
XUAB is sending 24 trips; the 
average AB club sends nine. “I 
think that AB is closely related 
with the Jesuit ideals that Xavier 
is founded on; it’s really impor-
tant that everyone has a stake 
in the global community and 
be connected to an issue that is 
greater than themselves,” AB site 
coordinator Lauren Martin said. 





often true. AB might not teach 
you how to sustain yourself  by 
forcing you to live on the streets, 
or how to cope with a fatal, de-
generative disease such as AIDS, 
or how to explain to a child that 
his parents are never coming 
back. But it just may teach you 
that, when you look someone in 
the eye and listen to what he has 
to say, you see a piece of  your-
self  in him, no matter how small, 
and you know in your heart that 
he is your brother. You are tied 
to him forever by your human-
ity, no matter how many miles 
may separate you, no matter how 
many social classes, 1$ bills or 
shades of  skin may scream your 
differences. You are one, and al-
ways will be.
One man, a felon over-
whelmed by the genuine kind-
ness and respect shown to him, 
told a group of  students study-
ing prison justice in Chicago 
“I didn’t know people like you 
existed.” 
But they do, sir. They do.
“It’s been so 
long, and I’ve 
been working 
so hard to 
get clean. I 
had forgotten 
what it was 
like to have a 
friend.”
To learn all the locations of the 
2010-11 AB trips and meet the
AB Board Members, visit:
www.xavier.edu/alternativebreaks
to their preferences. Site lead-
ers are selected the same way, 
though only two are needed per 
site. Those who are not selected 
are usually placed on the alter-
nates list in case someone cannot 
go on a trip. 
“Alternates are very impor-
tant because people often drop 
out of  the trips for various rea-
sons,” Pinckney said. 
The trips are not without 
cost. There are three categories: 
A, B and C. A trips cost $125. B 
trips cost $225. C trips cost $300, 
which is still below the national 
average cost of  AB trips of  
$318. However, students can pay 
the cost in installments over the 
first semester to make it more 
manageable.
In addition to student costs, 
